Taylor Comes HomeI
Homecoming '78 truly represents the "common ground" we
share as Christians and as Taylor Students. The Taylor com
munity of 1978 shares the same Lord, and in Him a common life
and a common love, with all of the many people that have been
included in the life of this school in the past 130 years. In 1846,
there were many schools that desired quality education from a
firm Christian world view. Today, Taylor is one of the few col
leges that have kept that desire. Though God has called each of
us to different ministries, our goal is the same: to grow into
maturity in Christ. Because of our "common ground", all Tay
lor students, past and present, can rejoice in the spiritual and
academic heritage of their alma mater. Since 1935, Homecom
ing has been that time for Taylor to celebrate together.
This weekend promises to be one of the busiest of the year.
One of the main attractions is the Johnny and Lynn Mann Con
cert. A group of Taylor students, with a sound deserving of the
title of Taylor's Johnny Mann Singers, will perform with John
ny and Lynn. Johnny Mann's talents as an arranger have al
lowed him to penetrate as a Christian to the top of the television
music scene. There will be several other groups performing
during Homecoming. The show "Quest and Query", created by
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Homecoming Weekend is in
progress and is featuring a wide
variety of activities for the cur
rent students, alumni, and par
ents. Donna Lee Jacobson and
Keith Trievel have been plan
ning this weekend for many
months now with the help of the
Homecoming Committee. For a
complete listing of the week
end's opportunities, see pages
8 and 9.

Taylor's radio station is tenta
tively scheduled for installation
during Christmas Break. S.G.O.
Vice-President, John Imrie,
commented, "Until the actual in
stallation of the equipment, we
need to prepare the broadcast
base on the second floor of the
CTA building. We must put up
drywall and carpet squares to
complete the necessary changes
to the room. We're trying now to
find these materials at a low
cost."

Monday's chapel will feature
Coach Don Odle speaking on the
topic, "The Challenge Behind
the Bamboo Curtain." On Wed
nesday, Oct. 18, Rev. Stanley To
bias of the Tabor United
Methodist Church will address
the subject of "The Ministry of
the Church in Grief."
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What's NewsCampus

Ollie Hubbard from many sources, explores mans search for
meaning. Albert Harrison will conduct an outdoor band con
cert. The Oscar-winning film "Dr. Zhivago" is planned for Sat
urday night. Following the movie, Don McLaughlin and Rick
Behrens will be the featured singers at the Homecoming Coffee
House.
There will be no lack of athletic events either. The Home
coming football game pits the Trojans against Wilmington.
Four schools are participating in the volleyball tournament.
Several events honor the members of the Athletic Hall of
Fame. The former students of Taylor, young and not so young,
intend to subject themselves to an Alumni Field Hockey Game.
Less strenuous activities have also been planned for the
alumni. Several departments are organizing interest group
alumni meetings to learn about the progress of former students
in their respective fields. Over ten tables at the Alumni Ban
quet are devoted to the reunion of graduating classes from five
to fifty years ago. Dr. Harold J. Ockenga '27, a leader of the
Gospel Team and the Holiness League while a student here,
will return to lead Sunday morning worship. Other activities in
clude a lakeside campfire and something called a "Sub 'n Sun
dae Luncheon Spectacular" That even will probably not be the
only spectacular thing about Homecoming '78.

Worldwide
Carter's veto of the $10.2 bil
lion public-works bill was sus
tained by the House. The White
House criticized the bill largely
because it contained 33 new
water projects that the adminis
tration considered inflationary
and unnecessary.
Sweden's coalition govern
ment resigned after disagree
ment on nuclear policy. It was
the first nonsocialist government
in the country for 50 years.
A shaky cease-fire has been
established in Beruit, and gov
ernment shuffles are in process.

Fine Arts Building and
Library Renovation Proposed
by David Gushe
There are currently a number
of positive areas in which the
Taylor administrative body is di
recting its interest. Those of
probably the most interest to the
student body at large are the fu
ture fine arts building, and the
library renovation.
The proposed Fine Arts build
ing is in a category of secondary
campus projects, which also in
cludes the paving of student
parking lots and the construction
of new tennis courts. These sec
ondary projects are currently
slated to be completed within a
three to five year period. The
new Fine Arts building, when it

West German Chancellor
Schmidt's coalition is still in con
trol of the State legislature in the
state of Hesse following recent
elections.

comes into being, will facilitate
the music department and either
the art department or theater
arts department depending on
which has the greater need.
When the final choice is made as
to departments included, then
the departments involved will
submit specific architectural
needs, after which drafting and
final
construction will take
place. The building will be 40,000
square feet, about the size of the
Language Arts building, and is
estimated to cost between $2.5
and $2.75 million. To date, rough
ly $800,000 has been earmarked
for the new building, $600,000 of

that coming from the Nellie
Smith estate. The location of the
building has not been decided
upon as of yet.
Some construction that may
take place sooner would be at the
library. Library renovation is a
primary project along with resi
dence hall renovation and the
gathering of a maintenance fi
nancial reserve. There should be
some action taken on these pro
jects in the next one or two
years. The library project will
likely consist of some moderate
inner renovation of the existing
structure and the addition of a
new wing to house book stacks.

Ebby to Speak in Chapel

Violence has continued to
spread in Iran where police
clashed with anti-government
demonstrators in six cities.

Next Friday, Oct. 20, K.
David Ebby, Dean of Men at
Toccoa Falls College, in Geor
gia, will be the chapel speaker.
He will be sharing his experi
ences concerning the recent
flood, showing how God has
helped to meet the needs of the
school. Prior to his current posi

Jacques Brel, singer and
composer, died in Paris of lung
cancer at age 49.
William and Emily Harris
were sentenced to prison terms
of ten years to life for their role
in the kidnapping of Patricia
Hearst.
Pope John Paul I was buried
in the grotto beneath St. Peter's
Basilica after a funeral attended
by 50,000 people. The Pope died
after only 34 days in office.

UPLAND, INDIANA

tion, Ebby served as pastor to
the Christian and Missionary Al
liance Church at Fort Lauder
dale, Florida. He was also
working as Director of Activities
and house-parent at Toccoa
Falls Academy. Ebby is working
on his Masters degree in Educa
tion, at Clemson University.

S.G.O. — On Fines
Mr. Dave Ebby, survivor of
Toccoa Fall flood.

S.G.O. voted last week to en
dorse the new motor vehicle fine
and point schedule as passed by
the Motor Vehicles Committee
on Oct. 2 (See "Motor Vehicle
Rules Passed", Oct. 6 ECHO, p.
1). Tim Martin, President, later

vetoed the bill contending, "On
the whole, I think that the
changes made in the Motor Vehi
cle Policy are fair, reasonable,
and serve to correct the obvious

Cont. on page 3.
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BSU Graduate's Skills Attacked

by Tracy Warner

The university, as you might
(BALL STATE DAILY have guessed, is Ball State.
NEWS) On June 6, the superin
Stabile said that he has writ
tendent of a Cleveland school ten three such letters in the past
district was so disturbed over two years concerning teacher
the poor language skills of a col applicants. The school system
lege graduate who applied for a recently began giving basic
teaching job that he wrote the skills tests to its teacher appli
president of that university a let cants.
ter.
"We were concerned about
"Not only are you not requir students not learning the basic
ing that your graduates become skills," Stabile told the Daily
literate members of American News. "We found that we had a
society, you are structuring their lot of teachers who didn't know
college experience so they can the basic skills themselves."
excel...without doing so," the su
The system began giving its
perintendent wrote.
applicants tests to insure their
The prospective teacher re proficiency. The system rarely
ceived a 3.34 grade point aver hires anyone who scores under
age, including a 3.5 his junior the 50th percentile, and forces
year and a 3.8 his senior year. low scorers to catch up through
According to the superintendent, an independent training course.
when he took a basic skills test They are required to pass the
normed to high school seniors test after one year to keep their
who plan to attend college, he jobs.
scored in the 35th percentile in
Mayfield has seven schools
spelling and in the 6th in lan that serve 5,000 students. "At
guage.
Mayfield," Stabile wrote, "we
"We were shocked," the su are doing something about
perintendent wrote.
breaking this cycle of inadequa
The superintendent is Robert cy. We won't hire your gradu
Stabile of the Mayfield City ates, or anyone else, if they can't
School District, a suburb of meet our standards in basic
Cleveland.
skills. You ought to know this,

S.O.S. States Purpose
by Tim Maybray

Opportunities are literally
abounding; We, the Summer of
Service Cabinet, want to make
students aware of these opportu
nities. We do this, first of all,
through Outreach Emphasis
Weekends. These are five or six
weekends spaced throughout the
year when a brother or sister
serving the Lord in missions will
come into our school and share
with us in a variety of ways.
They share the victories and the
needs in their work, and often,
present summer and full-time
opportunities to the students.
As well, we have a filing cabi
net open to any student inter
ested in the possibilities of
mission work. It contains infor
mation sent to us from many
mission boards, denominational
and independent, that have ser
vice opportunities available in a
multitude of ways. The files are
located in the Student Ministries
office, below the Chapel/Audito
rium, for any interested stu
dents. Before the semester is
out, we hope to send some infor
mation from the files to each of
the dorms.
Along with the files, we have
the Inter-Christo Catalogue in
the Career Development Li
brary, above the Union. It is a
complete alphabetical listing of
opportunities involving all walks
of life. Frequently, it can be used
as a starting point for finding a
student's interest area. That in
terest area may then be pursued
further in our files.
If you feel the Lord is calling
you, the Summer of Service Cab
inet will help you search out a
niche in the Master's plan for
missions. We will raise money

for you and show you how to
raise support for yourself. The
gathering of funds should never
be something to prevent your
service. God's people are re
sponsible for providing for the
needs of His work. The possibili
ties are great and exciting. Open
your eyes and consider. Be at
tentive to where the Lord may be
leading you.

and let your students know it."
"We will never be able to
properly teach basic skills to ele
mentary and secondary school
students with teachers like
this...a student who lacks these
skills should not be able to get
through a university, let alone
excel in the college environ
ment."
The student scored in the 6th
percentile on his SAT. He took

only English 103 and 104, receiv said.
"People will do what they are
ing a D and a C. Stabile attached
the one page theme written by asked to do. If expectations are
the teaching candidate, which high, their performance is high.
could barely be read because of
Stabile said that President
poor penmanship. The page con John Pruis responded to the let
tained numerous spelling errors, ter and expressed his concern.
run-on sentences and other "I am not the slightest bit inter
grammatical errors.
ested in condemning Ball State,
"It totally amazes me how but am interested in encourag
someone who can't spell can be ing you to do a better job," his
an honors graduate," Stabile letter concluded.

CLONE Forces at Work
(CH) Why would a young Cali
fornia man sell his car and furni
ture to finance a letter-writing
campaign to newspapers and
radio stations across the coun
try?
Bill Hathcock did just that,
sending letters of a "clone inva
sion" to the media. But he can't
explain exactly why.
About 400 campus news
papers, along with several hun
dred other publications and
radio stations, got Hathcock's
letter signed by the "Clone Inva
sion Forces". Hathcock used his
real name in the letter, stating
that he is a clone and that he
plans to retaliate against humanoid discrimination against
clones, such as clone jokes. The
letter requests clones—and humanoids who seek "special con
siderations"—to send a selfaddressed envelope to the "en
listment center" (P.O. Box 2469,
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95063).
Hathcock said he wouldn't
classify his letter-writing spree
as either a joke or an experi
ment. "I just wanted to see what
kind of response I would get," he

says. To date he has received
over 100 letters ("A lot of them
sound like they're crazier than I
seemed to be in my letter."),
and has had numerous telephone
interviews with writers and
broadcasters.
The "astonishing response"
prompted him to send a second
letter to the same media list.
"I'm just trying to give people

something to think about. Some
people think I'm actually serious
and others write back humorous
responses".
Hathcock, a junior college
electronics student, says he sold
his car to finance the first mail
ing and sold his furniture to put
out the second. "So far it really
hasn't been worth the time or
money," he says.

Shield Developed
for Bicyclists
NEW YORK, NY (CH) Here's
good news for bicyclists~if one
can believe the recent press re
lease of a New York City public
relations firm.
An "Air Cushion Protector
Shield," which is attached to a
bike to protect its rider from in
jury in collisions with cars and
other objects, is about to be un
veiled, says the PR firm.
The device reportedly ab
sorbs the force of collisions
through air escape valves, while

enhancing a bike's appearance
through its "beauty and eye ap
peal".
A media demonstration of the
device is promised in the near
future. The Air Cushion Protec
tor was invented by professional
accordionist Anthony Monde,
who hopes it has a wider market
than his last invention, a "celeb
rity glove" to be worn by presi
dents and other celebrities who
must shake the hands of many
admirers.
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You Name the Building
».«Riioon
by Eileen Pnriffhf
Enright
There is a curious phenome
non which occurs on Taylor's
campus at various intervals dur
ing a student's college career. A
building which has hitherto been
known by all, per se, as East
Hall, suddenly becomes Grace
Olson Hall. The question arises
as to how and why T.U. buildings
are named.
The process behind naming
one of Taylor's buildings is by no
means systematic or cut and
dried. There are four tentative
steps involved in this process,
the first of which is nomination.
This process would normally
occur through a Building Nam
ing Committee of approximately
seven members. A problem
arises, however, in the fact that
the last formal minutes of this
commettee are dated December
1972. Although it is not known if a
Committee has met since this
date, several buildings have
been named. There is, therefore,
an alternative path to nominat
ing names. Nominations can be
made directly to President Bap
tists.
The second step in the naming
process involves incorporating
the nomination into a report to
be presented to the Planning and
Developing Committee of the
Board of Trustees. They in turn
review the report and cast their
votes. If accepted by this com
mittee, the nomination enters
the third step in which it is
brought before the entire Board
of Trustees. Here, once again, it
is reviewed and approved or re
jected. The final step rests in the
hands of the Administration if
approved. This step involves the
actual dedication and publica
tion of the building's new name.
A building which presently
awaits the final step is the Liber
al Arts building. Since 1973, the
LA building has officially been
the Reade Memorial Liberal
Arts Center. It lacks only the of
ficial name mounted on the
building's front and an oil paint
ing of Thaddeus C. Reade. Other
names which have yet to be fi
nalized are the Stover Kitchen
and the Kerwood Room (the
upper conference room in the
Hodson Commons).
' The most recent and obvious
naming which has been finalized
is the Hodson Commons. Mr.
Hodson, a retired Upland bank
er, a community leader, a Tay
lor graduate, and a former
University Trustee is, without a
doubt, well-deserving of this
honor.
Why do most T.U. Buildings
have the names they do? It is the
practice of institutions in the
United States to name their
buildings with the intention to
honor some person who has in
some manner earned recogni
tion, and Taylor is no exception.
Taylor chooses to honor a per
son on the basis of two major
reasons. The first of these is fi
nancial. A person who has con
tributed to the construction of a
building financially may have
the building named after him/h
er in an attempt by Taylor to ex

Dress
press appreciation for their
assistance. In the case of finan
cial donations, President Baptista and Dr. Ringenberg both
stipulated that the financial
donor would, by necessity, be in
harmony and sympathy with
Taylor standards.
The second possible reason
for naming a building after
someone would be as a result of
some non-financial contribution
they have made to the institu
tion. Their contribution may lie
in the area of long-term service
and dedication to Taylor. In
order to recognize this dedica
tion openly, Taylor names a
building after them. Another
form of non-financial contribu
tion which may result in recogni
tion occurs when an individual
represents a concept that Taylor
stands for, as in the case of John
and Helen Wengatz, or Sammy
Morris.
Behind the little understood
and apparent random naming of
Taylor buildings lies an adapta-

ble, though somewhat iunorga
nized system. There are on
Taylor's campus at present, a
number of "unnamed" build
ings, and President Baptista has
expressed his intent to "reacti
vate the Building Naming Com
mittee in the reasonably
foreseeable future".
Cont. from page 1.
problems under the old system.
Perhaps though, we should ex Firemen hurried to save English Hall.
amine one specific aspect of the
new Motor Vehicle Policy which
places the student in a double
fine situation after only two tick
ets. A more reasonable solution
Fire broke out last Thursday fire and plans to make available
under the new system would be
in English Hall, rm. 119 at ap to any interested parties a final
to extend to four total tickets proximately 3:30 p.m. There was report by November 1. Students
which could be received by any extensive damage to personal effected by the damage are en
one student before his fines dou belongings and room furnish couraged to pursue claims
bled, and eliminate the tripling ings, but no injuries occurred. through their own insurance
of fines. This type of minor Additional smoke and water companies. The University does
change would leave the heart of damage befell three other rooms
intend, however, to cover losses
the policy unchanged while mak in the same suite.
not covered by personal insur
ing it much more acceptable to
The University is conducting ance policies.
the student body...."
an inquiry into the cause of the

English Fire

Trojan Horse Competition Begins
by Phil Duncan
Tomorrow, Oct. 14, before the
S.U.B. movie, "Dr. Zhivago",
the Taylor University Trojan
Horse will be given to a random
ly selected floor. The division of
floors will be the same as those
used in men's and women's intramurals. The Trojan Horse
will take the place of the T.U.
Barrel. We, on Inter-Class Coun
cil, would appreciate your coop
eration by adhering to the
following rules.
TROJAN HORSE RULES
1. The Horse will be given to a
randomly selected floor to start
the competition.
2. The Horse must be shown
at least once every week to a
group of 200 or more Taylor stu
dents. (This means that the
Horse must be shown within
seven days of each new capture,
or weekly if it remains in the
control of any particular floor
for any period exceeding seven
days.) The Horse may be shown
at any S.U.B. event, athletic con
test, or meal, but not at religious
or cultural activities.
3. The whereabouts of the
Horse must be made known to
the I.C.C. Chairman Phil Duncan
(ext. 412) within 24 hours after a
capture or showing.
4. To capture the Horse, a
member of a floor need only to
touch it. The Horse is then im
mediately surrendered to that
floor.
5. After the Horse is captured
or shown, there is a two hour
grace period in which it may be
taken off campus and no one is
allowed to capture it.
6. The Horse must be kept on
the inside perimeter of roads 900
East, 700 South, Reade Avenue,
and Highway 22. (See accompa
nying map.)
7. The Horse must be hidden
in such a manner that it is acces
sible to both sexes at all times
and can be seen clearly with the
naked eye. It may not be hidden

in any residence hall or locked
up in any way. The appearance
may not be changed or altered in
any way.
8. Ten points will be awarded
for the capture of the Horse. Ten
points will be awarded for the
showing of the Horse. The floor
with the most points on midnight
before Taylathon will be
awarded a trophy.
9. Any incidents of unbecom

ing conduct, such as fights, will
be dealt with by the I.C.C. Chair
man.
10. Failure to report a capture
or showing to the I.C.C. Chair
man will result in the surrender
ing of the Horse.
11. When the Horse is surren
dered to the I.C.C. Chairman, it
will be given to a randomly se
lected floor.
12. Failure to comply with the
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regulations concerning the hid
ing of the Horse will result in the
immediate surrender of the
Horse.
13. Any floor having anything
to do with a forgery of the Horse
will be penalized at the discre
tion of the Inter-Class Council.
Inter-Class Council will serve
as the interpreter of all rules if
any questions are raised during
the competition.
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Climbing the Walla

Fall is a "Bee-sy" Time of Year
by Kathy Turner
The weather is changing; and
I must admit that I am having
ambivalent feelings concerning
the change. I strongly dislike
cold air-not snow, but cold air.
Since I was born in Indiana and
raised in Michigan, it seems that
I should have formed a tolerance
by now. However, every October
I begin to have nightmares of
being found frozen to death
under three feet of snow in my
bed. This year is different,
though. I am almost ready to
welcome Jack Frost, or any of
his near relatives who will rid us
of those masochistic insects
known as bees.
At first I thought I was imag
ining things when it appeared
that the bees were numerous and
on the warpath. Then, one day,
on the 6 o'clock news, a reporter
explained the bees' novel behav
ior. It seems they are preparing
to hibernate and therefore are
changing their diet to include
starches and carbohydrates,
mostly to be found in the food hu
mans eat. Do you know what
that means? Guess who's com
ing to dinner?
Bees don't bother me as long
as they mind their own business
and stay out of my way. Usually,
I can avoid them, but this fall I
was sure the killer bees of South

America had made their way to
Indiana. It all started the first
time I took out the trash. At
Fairlane, taking the trash out is
taking your life into your own
hands. The bees swarm around
the trash bin just waiting for
some unsuspecting person to
bring another sack. Then it's
CHARGE! Most sacks don't
make it into the bin because they
are carefully placed about three
feet away, thus giving a person
more time to move before the
army surrounds him. Needless
to say, I discovered this manuever very quickly.
The next weekend, a friend
and I went to Michigan for a
wedding. I think the bees fol
lowed us. After the reception we
sat in the car in the parking lot
(waiting for the battery to be
charged at a nearby gas station)
when a bee flew in. He kept buz
zing in and out until we discov
ered that he was after an empty
root beer can. Thinking we had
outsmarted him, we set the can
outside. But we had a very stub
born bee on our hands; He flew
back in anyway and Gregg hit it
with his notebook. It was a spiral
notebook and the bee got caught
in the wire. It wasn't dead
though. Gregg didn't want it to
fly or crawl out so he threw the
notebook on top of the car. At

this time another wedding party
was leaving the church. I wonder
what they were thinking as
Gregg pulled off his shoe and
started banging the notebook
with the heel, shouting, "Die!
Die!"
When I got home on Sunday
afternoon, my roommate in
formed me that she had killed
nine bees during the weekend. At
first I thought she was saving the
trash bin; then she informed me
that they had been in our apart
ment. During the next three
days, we killed five more. We fi
nally discovered that they were
sneaking in when someone
opened the door. After that,
when we heard a knock we
called out, "Who is it?" As long
as we heard a voice and not a
buzz we answered the door.
Of course there always has to
be one weirdo who likes bees.
That person happened to be a
friend who was raised on a bee
farm. She used to help her dad
make sure that the hives were
alright and gather honey. One
day last week she came to me
crying because she thought the
bees here were real users.
"What's the matter?" I
asked. "Don't you get along with
the bees at Fairlane?"
She sobbed her reply. "They
only like me for my garbage."

Graffiti — the Engraved Enigma
By Terri Rakestraw
What is Taylor? What is a
Taylor student? What delicate
intricacies of intelligence, pride,
humor and wisdom combine
themselves to create such a per
son who, with his or her peers,
forms the Taylor student body?
The answers to these questions
(and more) seem to be at the fin
gertips of any and all persons
able to read and decipher the
bits and pieces of thought en
graved by brilliantly creative
Taylor adults on desks, library
tables, study carrels, etc. Yes,
within these seemingly childish
scribblings lie concise state
ments on this campus.
It seems that on the whole
Taylor students find thselves
mentally stable and well adjust
ed enough to give others advice.
For example:
Don't write on the desks
Liberate Taylor
Head East
Go and reconcile yourself
with your brother
Eat 10,000 calories a day and
still lose weight
One condition-jog at leisurely
pace 15 hours a day
Memorize notes (The other
desk has them written on it)
On the other hand, there are
a few people out there who are
having a rough time:
Hell is yourself. Who?
Will this be another Drugland
Weekend?
Life is like an onion. You can
peel and peel and not get any
where.

Why not?
Why don't I get attention like
that?
Do you love the Lord? (This
Totally baked
question received nine an
I think I'm going under, part swers—all positive)
the waters,
Lord It appears that many
Baby, where are you hiding in
students use their time to record my life?
the deep philosophical questions
In your tidybowl.
of life, (and sometimes the an
Who's the comedian?
swers).
Nobody
Why do Christians deface
desks?
Cont. on page 14.
I give up.
But now I ask you the ultimate of questions, "Why?"

Summer of ServiceMission Opportunities
by Tim Maybray
Striving to keep the spirit of
missions aflame on the Taylor
campus. This is what the new
"Summer of Service Cabinet" is
all about. And what is that "Spir
it of Missions"? It is the force
that persuaded Paul to go out
from the Jewish community and
take the good news of Jesus
Christ to people who otherwise
would not have heard. It is the
flame ignited in the hearts of the
disciples when their Lord com
missioned them to go into all the
world making disciples of all
men. It is the compassionate
spirit that feeds the hungry,
clothes the naked, sets the pris
oner free, and introduces the lost

to the Lover of Souls, Jesus
Christ. We have a vision for mis
sions, and it is our desire to in
still that vision in the hearts of
all students.
What do we do? It is our con
viction that God is calling many
student to short-term or longterm service on some mission
field, whether at home or
abroad.
If you are interested in spend
ing a summer in service, or if
you just want to be a member of
the Cabinet helping others, con
tact us. Call the Student Minis
tries office (ext. 294 or 362) or
any member of the Summer of
Service Cabinet you may know.

Out of My Mind

Homecoming's Different Encounters
by Bob Schroeder
Here we are.
The annual weekend has ar
rived for any interested veterans
of the Taylor community to
come back and make whoopee or
pretend to. There will be people
around whom I never had the
pleasure of bumping into before.
I remember a couple of years
ago when I boarded in Room 16
of Swallow Robin, there was a
knock on the door one Thursday
afternoon. I opened the door and
found a spritely gentleman,
probably in his mid 50's, very
eager to come into the room
which he did with little or no hes
itation. After a few moments of
silence, he explained that he
stayed in Room 16 over 30 years
ago. It seemed as thougti an old

foot-locker jammed full with
memorabilia of his had been
opened and he beamed as he re
lated stories of college life dur
ing the 1940's. He told of fencing
duals that took place in the base
ment of the building and asked if
that had continued. I answered,
"no," but that the sum of our ac
tivities down there amounted to
dorm meetings, devotional
times, studying, T.V. watching,
semi-private displays of affec
tion, water-fights, an annual
Christmas party, and an occa
sional card game in which week
ly allowances were won and lost.
He smiled affermatively, hear
ing that, to his satisfaction, the
spirit of the place hadn't
changed one iota. After another
short bit of silence, he said,

"thank-you," and bid a very fulfilled-sounding goodbye.
Whenever the subject of
Homecoming comes up, this rendervous comes to mind. The
commonness of our natures was
so evident that his grey hair and
false teeth and my beard and
overalls went virtually unno
ticed. We somehow gained an in
sight into a brand new type of
friendship. This man and I had
never met before and most prob
ably will never meet again, but
we each found another human
being who had the same kinds of
experiences although these expe
riences took place some 30 years
apart.
I'm sure the appearance of
this place has changed consider

ably to most of you alumni. Even
in the four short years I've spent
here I've seen the sport of bas
ketball change locations, MCW
levelled to the ground, and En
glish Hall take its place on the
other end of campus. What
hasn't changed is the type of
spirit that exists in human be
ings between the ages of 17 and
22: we are no longer kids, and
most of us are not yet adults.
This is a utopion existence that
lasts only so long and then com
pletely disappears, never to be
experienced again. If nothing
more is to be gained from this
Taylor Homecoming at least
take the time to recognize your
self in me as I will look for my
self in you.
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A Challenge to Elaine Donnelly
by Constance Olson
My purpose in writing is not
to offend, but to challenge. This
response to Mrs. Elaine Donnel
ly's chapel talk of October 2 is
primarily prompted by my ob
jections to the half-truths, per
sonal slams, and emotional
manipulation used throughout
her speech. Mrs. Donnelly-and
any speaker who uses contentless emotional appeal to control
an audience-must be severely
questioned.
If we fail to do our own re
search, thinking and question
ing, then I fear that our integrity
is no better than those who ab
sorb all T.V. commercials as if
their message was scripture.
AUUTHOR'S BIASES
Let me be open about my bi
ases. As a Christian, my ap
proach to any topic, hopefully
based on honest intellectual in
quiry, must lie within the bound
aries of basic Christian tenets. It
is my firm belief that Jesus frees
us from the expectations of the
world and sets an example which
admonishes us to seek the per
fection of God, rather than con
formity to secular culture. I see
us as being too quick to accept
the cultural gods which make us
comfortable and secure while at
the same time fearing the cultur
al gods which we find personally
distasteful. I want to learn to put
God above culture.
The campaign for the Equal
Rights Amendment has been a
recent focus of the women's lib
eration movement, but efforts
toward the responsible liberation
of all people do not depend on it.
At this point I am a proponent,
but see ERA as one tree in a for
est of human liberation issues; it
is for the whole forest that I am
concerned. If you must label me,
say "Christian Liberationist,"
for I am concerned that all come
to know the only true freedom;
life in Christ under the com
mandments of God, but I refuse
to divorce that concern from the
real movements and issues of
our world.
If God leaves us free to make
choices, it seems valid that we
allow all persons the freedom to
make choices-even when we ve
hemently disagree. I suggest
that ALL people deserve the
right to responsible freedom and
choice if I can enjoy that right.
As I am in the midst of a twoyear women's study project, I
consider it reasonably appropri
ate to write this response. If any
one wishes to know my sources,
see my own library, or question
something, I'd like to be open to
that. I can only briefly brush
some issues here, so perhaps it
can serve as a jumping-off place
for further sincere inquiry.
OBJECTIONS
As Donnelly's address was
weak in factual content, she re
lied on certain unrepresentative
examples to induce emotional
responses which led her audi
ence into accepting false gener
alizations about the topic. It was

deplorable that she found it nec
essary to make jokes out of a
number of people, especially
since she inaccurately repre
sented them. A large part of her
address was an effort to show
that the family in America is
really better than it, in reality, is
and that ERA would suddenly
make it worse than it could reali
stically be, as if its presence
would be the prime source of se
vere social problems. I think her
inferences are rather extreme.
Her content I shall consider
under two broad headings, the
women's liberation movement
and ERA and the Family.
THE WOMEN'S
LIBERATION MOVEMENT
At the time the Constitution
was being written, Abigail
Adams wrote numerous letters
to her husband, John, asking him
to "remember the ladies," say
ing that women could not feel
"bound to obey the laws in which
we have no voice or representa
tion". It wasn't until about 140
years later that women, through
the Seventeenth Amendment,
gained the beginnings of "voice
and representation" through the
vote. Two centuries have passed
and women and men are still
working to bring about the equal
rights due both sexes.
My point is this: for Mrs. Don
nelly to describe the women's
movement as being twelve years
old and having developed as a
passing rebelliousness of the Six
ties is extremely inaccurate.
Even the very organized activi
ties of women to secure equal
rights (having a significant base
in evangelical Christianity) were
begun in the mid 1800's~after
men failed to take women seri
ously in their labors for the temperence and abolition
movements. What is perhaps
true, is that the more visible
women's movement which is ac
tive today began coming to the
surface in the Sixties. Feminism
became a dynamic issue and
progress has been continuous,
though far from complete. The
media, in its selective coverage,
and Donnelly, with her unrepre
sentative examples, paint an un
fair picture of Feminism (which
is merely the movement to win
political, economic and social
rights equal to those of men).
KITCHEN SINK REBELLION?
According to Mrs. Donnelly,
there are two driving forces be
hind the women's movement
(here again she is simplifying
and misrepresenting her topic).
One she identifies as oppression-and proceeds to belittle those
who "think they're oppressed".
Her background for this is a misrepresentative synopsis of THE
FEMININE MYSTIQUE by
Betty Friedan-Donnelly claim
ing that Friedan merely stimu
lated a selfish rebellion against
housework. The book, a very fine
work, addresses the problem of
unself-actualized living and the
real problems women are faced
with in both traditional and

unique lifestyles. Friedan, at
least, sees the problem as the
very complex thing that it is.
(She has experienced many
years of a traditional lifestyle
and is far from being a radical.)
Donnelly and you who are
reading this: most of us live very
comfortable and secure lives.
Generally, in this decade (so
many positive gains for women
have been made in the last fif
teen years) you and I are not
likely to be victims of much op
pression. But so many people
have so many sincere needs and
are oppressed in many ways.
Women need legal protection to
win economic support for them
selves and their children when
they are without. Women need
personal fulfillment so that their
frustrations can be constructive
ly worked out, which could sig
nificantly lower child abuse
.incidents. It is estimated that
nearly half of all American
wives are physically abused by
their husbands. Check it out
laws are not consistent, nor are
they complete: being a woman is
not the low-risk reality in the sta
tus quo that our speaker wanted
us to believe. It seems so absurd
to have to say this, but many
people, many women, ARE op
pressed and have real needs. On
the other hand, Phyllis Shlafly,
leader of anti-ERA forces,
doesn't feel oppressed. She has a
loving husband, happy children,
dependable ample income, a
maid, a personal secretary and
spends much time traveling
around the country giving
speeches and having confer
ences. All women are not so for
tunate. We won't see their needs
if we refuse to acknowledge
them.
Jesus said of himself, "He has
sent me to proclaim release to
the captives...to set at liberty
those who are oppressed" (Lk.
4:18). I fear that we react to
many issues in ways which may
protect us from being asked to
give of our disproportionately
large share of earthly advan
tages in order that others may
be freer, more able to live.
Jesus, as we know, ultimately
gave His life to secure freedom
for all who are oppressed.
ANDROGYNOUS?
The second driving force of
the women's movement, says
Donnelly, is the claim of femi
nists that there are "no differ
ences between the sexes". She
makes us laugh that anyone
could make such an absurd
claim. Aside from the generally
recognized biological differences
between the sexes, Donnelly
would be hard-put to respond to
psychologists, anthropologists,
sociologists, and so on, who have
been showing that claim to be
rather true.
So, instead of laughing at
such a claim, perhaps we need to
face the reality. At this point, I
seriously suggest that God has
given us broad unique individual
potentials to be used in His ser-

THE
TOTA
WOMAN
vice. Jesus is our example, be
we male or female. His example
suggests to me something tran
scending culture. Shouldn't we
be less quick to assume the cul
tural gods are always right?
Perhaps we are afraid of the un
popular choices God might make
for us-just as we are uneasy
around someone who has fol
lowed an unpopular route
marked by God. Those who
speak of aggressiveness in little
girls and passivity in little boys
are saying more than Donnelly
admits. They are saying that
people have a wide range of po
tential personalities and that it is
unfortunate that society often
scorns those who wish to be full
personalities because they don't
fit sex-role stereotypes. This is a
significant issue for Christians to
consider.
ERA AND THE FAMILY
It seemed that Donnelly was
saying that ERA would weaken
family structure, causing in
creased irresponsibility and ex
acerbated social problems.
Accepting her premise, things
look bleak. I don't accept it.
The Equal Rights Amend
ment was introduced to Con
gress in 1923, the year that the
text, as it exists today, was writ
ten by Alice Paul of the National
Women's Party. It passed Con
gress in 1972. The complete text
of the amendment reads:
Section 1: Equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States
or by any state on account of sex.
Section 2: The Congress shall
have the power to enforce, by ap
propriate legislation, the provi
sions of this article.
Section 3: This amendment
shall take effect two years after
the date of ratification. Three
more states must ratify by 1982
to reach the required number of
thirty-eight necessary for ratifi
cation.
Donnelly introduced this
whole section by mocking Bella
Abzug. Since Donnelly's "Age of
Abzug" is so attached to her-by
name, at least-some comments
are in order here. Bella Abzug is

more than a "feminist agitator".
Through a Congressional Resolu
tion of Inquiry, she initiated ac
tion to force President Nixon to
turn over the Pentagon Papers
to Congress. She served three
House terms and then lost a Sen
ate bid by 1% of the New York
vote. She is an abrasive personality-but also has very little real
power, contrary to the picture
painted in chapel. In fact, only
one of twenty-six proposals at
last year's National Women's
Convention in Houston failed to
win the support of women therea proposal to create a cabinet
post for women's concerns which
would likely be filled by Abzug.
That the representatives to the
conference voted it down says
something.
Is Bella Abzug out to destroy
the family and make the role of
housewife a high-risk occupa
tion? I suggest that she and most
all women connected with the
movement, except a minute mi
nority, would share some of the
concerns of Abzug, who said in a
November 1977 interview:
"...men and women are just
beginning to realize how limited
the rights of homemakers are. I
sponsored the first bill in Con
gress for Social Security for
homemakers, but there's a long
way to go on it. Women who
work in the home are providing
services, but they have no re
sources or security." She adds:
"The institutions of this country -and they are good ones-belong
to women as well as men. We
should be proud of them and use
them."
It is because women don't
have the resources and security
they need to become free of the
various high-risk situations they
find themselves in that many
people support ERA and/or the
women's movement.
Families are suffering in this
country. Take a good look at the
status quo and then it will be
come clearer why many strongly
support women's rights. In many
states, women who work years
as a housewife have no property
Cont. on page 7.
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Responsible AttitudeDemanded
by Sharon Craig
The recent fire at English
Hall brought to my mind that life
is too important and easily exaired to be wasted with exces
sive concern over futile and
meaningless endeavors. I find
the possibility frightening that
only a minor delay in containing
the flame could have resulted in
many unwarranted and untimely
deaths. The potential victims
would not have had much oppor
tunity to get their affairs in
order before the unexpected dis
aster claimed their lives.
My point is not to explore
some morbid, hypothetical situa
tion, but to stress that life is an
important commodity, not to be
taken lightly. We, as Christians,

are responsible for the choices
we make and, accordingly, held
accountable for them; This real
ization should cause us to recon
sider our priorities, both on the
personal level and for each in
volvement in which we take
part. Who we affect by our ac
tions and how we affect them
should direct each decision we
make. Obviously, some decisions
are of less magnitude and conse
quence than others, but certain
questions need to be answered in
our typical decision-making pro
cess. What responses are we
triggering in the people we deal
with? Are these responses posi
tive or negative, constructive or
destructive?
Jesus commanded us to

change the world, and it's our
decision whether or not we abide
by that command. I think most
of us church-reared Christians
would agree that the type of
change called for is imple
mented through Jesus Christ's
indwelling of our hearts and
lives. It is not sufficient for us to
be content with our own personal
relationship with the Lord. Our
real fulfillment comes through
getting involved in the lives of
others, and the mere word "in
volvement" implies time and ef
fort spent. It also implies that
change will occur.
We have a tendency to at
tempt change "en masse" by
standing on our soap boxes and
making great demands and

claims. Jesus Christ endorsed a
more personal approach, begin
ning with meeting people's
needs, physical or otherwise,
thus creating trust and establish
ing His genuine concern for their
condition. The key to His effec
tiveness in affecting change was
the loving attitude with which He
attempted the change. However,
don't underestimate the power of
people and organizations to af
fect change when they scream
loud enough and use the right
words. Some changes stimulated
by these external means are
valid, but many are destructive
due to the positive relationships
destroyed in the process.
What is the point?

I am challenging each of us to
claim the God-given responsibili
ty for decisions we make. We
must weigh the consequences
carefully before we start taking
action. Our choices DO affect
others, and we are wise to con
sider the effects of our methods
and the ends we seek. Whether
on the personal or social level,
warranted changes that are at
tempted through a loving heart
are assured to be effective.
However, bear in mind that the
end results might not always be
what we originally intend.
The responsibility for our de
cisions is ultimately on each in
dividual, and I personally find
that responsibility great!

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
We as students, come to Tay
lor in order to get an education
with a Christian emphasis. Many
are away from home for the first
time and come expecting a good
experience, just as I did, but
upon arrival, students are
treated as if they are irresponsi
ble, and second class citizens.
The motor vehicle committee
seems to be of the opinion that
students are basically irrespons
ible. For example faculty and
staff, responsible citizens that
they are, are required to register
their vehicle only once, and their
parking sticker is given free of
charge, while students are re
quired to register their vehicle
every year.
"Each motor vehicle used
by a student must be regis
tered at the campus securi
ty office each year.
Registration must be com
pleted prior to the first day
of classes. If a vehicle is
brought to the campus dur
ing the year, it must be
registered within 48
hours."
I am a responsible married man,
with obligations that must be
met monthly. Some of these are:
A twenty thousand dollar mort
gage on my home, rent at Fairlane apartments, tuition,
insurance (Life, Health, Auto,
AND Home), credit cards, and ar
new truck payment. These oblig
ations are met every month, and
frankly I resent the implication
that I, because I am a student,
am any less responsible than any
member of the faculty or staff.
How many people have looked
at T.U. traffic tickets? Notice,
the next time you see one that
the fine for NO PARKING FIRE
LANE is only $5.00 and parking
ON GRASS and IMPROPER OR
NO STICKER is a whopping $10,
each exactly twice that of block
ing a fire lane. Where are our
priorities?
As far as parking on the grass
is concerned students are fined

for it, but university owned vehi
cles are parked on the grass at
will by maintenance for their
convenience while working.
Returning to the problem of
improper or no sticker, we as
students are required to deface
our vehicles. The sticker itself,
through its required placement
on the rear bumper permanently
defaces the vehicle. Have you
ever tried to remove an expired
sticker? This problem could be
easily corrected by allowing fac
ulty, staff, and students the op
tion of placing these stickers on
the rear window, where they can
be easily removed with a razor
blade. Also, why do students who
have come for an education pay
for their stickers, while faculty
and staff get their's free? At the
junior college I attended before
transferring here last year,
parking stickers were "given"
at registration. We were not
given the option of putting them
in the rear window, but what did
I care, I didn't have a month-old
truck.
I have been told that the rea
son for having parking stickers
at all is to insure that we all as
students are properly covered by
auto insurance which is all well
and good, because we are just a
bunch of irresponsible students.
It's not like we are Christians or
something.
Lawrence D. Reno
To the Editor:
Recently I have noticed a
very pronounced problem con
cerning the state of communica
tion between students and
administration here at Taylor. I
feel that both sides need to take
a look and re-evaluate their atti
tudes and procedures in regard
to this matter.
Administration! Take heed. If
you plan to make a change in
policy which affects the stu
dents, and you do not include any
information as to why a revision
is being made, or any explana
tion of the reasons behind the

steps you are taking, you can
definitely look forward to many
articles such as the one in ques
tion (Sept. 15 issue). I admit that
this institution can make any
policy change that it wishes, but
without proper respect of the
student's need to understand the
reasons behind the change, there
will be unrest.
Students! Beware that we are
not engaging in a witch hunt. Ad
ministrators are human beings,
too, and they can make mistak
es, but if we can go to them hon
estly and openly, and if we can
confront them with our feelings,
they will be much more willing
to listen and respond. We are
done a disservice by the student
who in his zeal for exposing in
justice either does not bother to
be certain of his facts, or leaves
out some facts in order to sup
port his own preconceived ideas.
Do we, as Christians, believe in
being fair, and trying to elimi
nate prejudice at all turns of life
except when it involves college
administrators? Or do we feel
that it is better to give the bene
fit of the doubt until'the facts are
in?

Corrections
&
Amplifications
THE ECHO has consistently
misrepresented Nancy Nienhuis
as "Sports Editor" for the past
several issues. Her position is
actually that of "Women's
Sports Editor" and, accordingly,
she is responsible only for cover
ing women's athletic activities
The position of "Men's Sports
Editor" has not yet been filled.
On page 6 of the October 6
1978 issue, the authors of two
poems were omitted. "The Wak
ing" is written by Theodore
Roethke, a 20th Century Ameri
can poet; "To Death" is by Kent
Rhodehamel.

Only if we can learn to com
municate openly about issues
can we then try to reform and
improve. Let us be patient, and
wait to draw our conclusions
when we know the whole story.
Let us be quick to inform others
in order to avoid misunderstand
ing.
Rich Jones
To the Editor:
For the past three years I
have noticed a DRAMATIC
change in Taylor's chapel pro
gram. I have been very pleased
by the speakers we have had in
the past and anticipate good
guest speakers for the chapels
that remain this year.
Chapels do not end with the
speaker, however. Music also
plays a big role in the chapel ser

Editors

vice. Student participation has
been an added bonus and conti
nues to provide an outlet for ex
pression and praise. What I
question is the Spiritual Life
Committee's decision to limit the
use of the Baldwin Organ during
the chapel service. This is truely
a magnificent instrument and it
gives Chapel a quieting effect
when played. Somehow the piano
cannot represent the same feel
ing.
I really believe that the Spiri
tual Life Committee should re
consider it's decision to silence
the organ. The typical chapel
service really lacks a dignified
feeling without it and I hope that
in the future we will be able to
enjoy what Mozart once called
"The King of all Instruments".
Sincerely, Bruce W. Grabenkort
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that legally belongs to them-because the husband "paid" for it.
This becomes a serious problem
in divorce and desertion cases,
and in situations where battered
women dare not leave or they
loose everything. Many state
laws are not adequate to discour
age men who wish to abandon
wives and families or are irre
sponsible in providing support
for them. Far from seeking to in
crease irresponsibility, ERA
proponents wish to strengthen
support laws.
Women at the National Wom
en's Convention in Houston last
November showed by convincing
votes that they were concerned
about women's health insurance,
social security benefits to house
wives, expansion of education
for minority women, programs
against child abuse and rape,
shelters for women who are

tangent associations she made to ality. I found her implications
revolution, homosexuality, the that many (if not most) people
National Women's Conference, for causes like the women's
movement are somehow
among other references.
What does the National Orga "queer" to be disgusting. One
nization of Women mean when it person wants lesbianism taught
says "revolution?" She doesn't in the schools. What in the world
tell us. That organization, found does that prove, anyhow?? Gay
ed in 1966 is a large, well orga liberation is a whole separate
nized group of men and women movement. N.O.W. and the wom
working through institutional en's movement was reluctant to
structures to bring about endorse gay rights for over a
change. They represent a wide decade because they feared it
range of interests (including a would hurt the movement, and it
large committee on religious has. Yet women recognized that
concerns). They work very dili it is contradictory to talk about
gently through existing institu equal rights without extending
tions and are generally those rights to all people. That
considered somewhat of a con does not mean, however, that
anyone has the right to interfere
servative group.
In my reading I found that her with another's life.
comments on the National Wom THINK ABOUT IT
Perhaps it's best I now con
en's Conference was hardly rep
resentative, again and that sort clude, because I'd like each of us
of oppression of conservative to consider the issue, given what
opinions of which she spoke was we know, and be willing to learn
largely the failure of anti-ERA -more about what we don't know.
interests to muster enough rep Then we can form an opinion
resentatives in the states to form that reflects a better under
standing of reality. Whatever we
a significant voting bloc.
A speaker can always count do, however, let us look at the
on an emotional response when life of Christ as a guide to our
THE GLORIOUS FALL OF THE they link any topic to homosexu own.
YEAR. Mounds of pumpkins,
apples, turnips, decorative ears
of corn, all colors and sizes of
decorative squashes as well as
edible ones, apple cider, sorg
hum molasses, and many other
things are at the wayside stands
along the roads.
To the Editor:
it; however, I feel I should clear
Do we have a football team?
There is a harvest time too, in
up one misconception. THE
Rumor has it that we do. In ECHO'S "Sports Editor" is actu
God's plans. Then Jesus said to
His disciples, "The harvest truly fact, I've been to two football ally our "Women's Sports Edit
is plenteous but the laborers are games-both of which the out or", and her position is to
few." (Matthew 9:37) Since sal come was not decided until the represent Women's Sports,
vation comes only from hearing last minute. You know, headline- which she is doing. THE ECHO
and reading the words of the type stuff.
does not yet have a "Men's
But I have not noticed any Sports Editor", due to apparent
Bible (Romans 10:17); see that
the Word of God gets to others in headlines of this sort in THE lack of interest. We do, however,
any way that you can. And final ECHO. Then again, I have not have a couple writers for men's
ly, pray. "Pray ye therefore the noticed ANYTHING on the foot sports, which accounts for the at
Lord of the harvest, that He will ball team, except a picture in the tention Cross Country has re
send forth labourers into His September 22nd issue.
ceived.
I must admit that I am im
harvest." (Matthew 9:38)
Now for the good news~As of
pressed with the coverage on last weekend, THE ECHO has
women's sports and men's cross not one, but two, football writ
country. I am not saying that ers. So I happily entreat you to
such coverage should be less feast your eyes on page 14-1
ened, but that the football team think your concerns will abate.
should also receive such fine
Sharon Craig
coverage. Granted, in previous
years, football dominated the
sports section and other fall Hi there.
sports got the short end. But this
We found your address in a
is no reason for complete exclu list of publications and decided
clined in popularity for the last sion now.
to write and test the "power of
three or more years. Forty-one
I've heard another rumor that the press". How about a Pen Pal
percent of the seniors expect to no one wants to write the football Project for some of us here at
eventually earn a graduate de article. So why do you have a
the Federal Prison at Terre
gree and thirty-one percent in sports editor? I believe that her Haute.
tend to finish with a bachelor's job is to see that all the sports
We're lonely, bored and des
degree.
are represented (including, I perately in need of some person
About 70 percent of those sur might add, intramurals). This al contact from the outside
veyed said they will need some does not mean that she herself
world.
financial aid and more than 40 has to write the articles, but she
We're hoping that even if you
percent intend to work part time. should find someone to cover cannot run anything in your
The median family income for them-the score alone would be a
paper, you can help us in another
college-bound seniors was $19,- great help.
way. Perhaps put a notice on
200, yet less than 25 percent of
I hope to see better coverage
your bulletin board.
the families can contribute the in the near future, because our
Thanks very much.
full cost of their child's college football team deserves it.
James C. Wormuth
education, which averages $3,054
Debby Hahn
#87984-132
at public 4 year institutions and
P.O. Box 33
$5,110 at private colleges. The
Terre Haute, IN 47808
amount the family income allow DearDebby:
ed them to contribute to the
Admitedly, the football team Jerry Bohannon
child's education ranged from , has been neglected in the past is
#23555-149
$380 for blacks to $1,410 for sues of THE ECHO. Rumor has
P.O. Box 33
whites.
it right-no one wanted to write
Terre Haute, IN 47808

abused by their husbands, and so to guide its interpretation.
on. Women are concerned about
States which have their own
child care centers — not because types of ERA's have, contrary to
they want the state to control the two isolated cases she quotes
children, but because they want from Pennsylvania and Mary
competent care for their chil land, had excellent construucdren if they need to use it. The
tive results. Both states report,
number of women on welfare re among other positive things, that
flects many cases where the wife "implementation of the State
has been deserted and cannot get ERA has been neither costly nor
a job, often because she must unwieldy." I agree with Mrs.
take care of her children.
Donnelly that we could expect
Donnelly tells us the "laws the Federal ERA to mirror what
are already there." She doesn't has happened in the fifteen
elaborate at all. Some are, some states which have amendments
aren't — she gives us no con • prohibiting sex discrimination —
crete information here. I suggest but I see positive reflection.
that the progress is heartening, SCARE TACTICS
but, as in so many things, there
If you've read this far, I thank
is much more to do. ERA may be you and will end shortly. Mrs.
the best tool to spark greater af Donnelly dragged some "red
firmative action. Another thing herring" across the stage on Oc
which shouuld be added is that tober 2. I'd like to respond in
there is an intensive documented greater length, but will point out
legislative history behind the just a few things. Mrs. Donnellyy
amendment which would be used distorted the subject with the

The Glorious Fall of the Year
by Marietta Fuller
We bask in the glories of the
heavenlies- the billowy clouds
and bright blue skies throughout
the day and the inumerable
stars, the bright Harvest moon,
and other glories at night. The
crisp air makes us breathe more
deeply as we survey God's splen
dor. We see the tranquil blue
lakes, the majesty of the purple
mountains in the distance, the
colorful wildflowers in the mead
ows, and other things of beauty.
The trees have been painted into
their various hues. We think of
Joyce Kilmer who wrote:
"Poems are made by fools like
me; but only God can make a
tree." And we realize this espe
cially in THE GLORIOUS FALL
OF THE YEAR: The red of the
maple, black gum, dogwood, and
sumac: the yellow of the poplar,
aspen, sweet gum, and maple:
the orange and brown of the oak
and maple: the purple of the
sweet gum: and the evergreens
which stay green throughout the
year-all blend their colors into a
beautiful and breath-taking land
scape.
We engage in the many activi
ties of the fall of the year which
are hickory or walnut hunting,
hiking through the woods with
the leaves crunching under our
feet, fishing on the lake, taking
that last glorious golfing fling,
driving through scenic areas,
etc.
When we see the creations of
God in THE GLORIOUS FALL
OF THE YEAR, we remember
the following passages from
God's book-the Holy Bible,
which say: "The heavens de
clare the glory of God, and the
firmament sheweth His handi
work." (Psalms 19:1) "When I
consider Thy heavens, the work
of Thy fingers, the moon and the
stars, which Thou hast ordained,
What is man that Thou art mind
ful of him?" (Psalms 8:3) And fi
nally, we have the passage:
"For the invisible things of Him
(God) from the creation of the

world are clearly seen being un
derstood by the things that are
made, even His eternal power
and Godhead; so that they are
without excuse." (Romans 1:20)
Seeing His creation in THE
GLORIOUS FALL OF THE
YEAR, there is no excuse for not
knowing that God exists. And if
we believe that there is a God,
should we not also believe in
Jesus Christ and be saved from
our sins? "For God sent not His
son into the world to condemn
the world (of its sins); but that
the world (of sinners) through
Him (Jesus) might be saved."
(John 3:17) And, "If we say that
we have no sin, we deceive our
selves and the truth is not in us."
(I John 1:8) Yes, Jesus died for
the entire world of sinners!
And there is a harvest too, in

SAT Scores on
Decline Nationally
PRINCETON, NJ (CH) The
steady decline in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores of high
school seniors may be over. For
the first time in ten years the av
erage score for the verbal sec
tion of the test didn't decline, but
remained the same as last year429. It was 466 in 1967 and had
been dropping slowly each year.
The mathematical section of
the test, however, showed an av
erage score decrease of two
points, to 468. It was 492 in 1967.
The one million 1978 high
school seniors who took the test
indicated that while the health
and medical fields are the most
popular, the fastest growing col
lege curriculum is business, at
tracting about 17 percent of the
students. Education, literature,
history and cultures, and mathe
matics are fields which have de

Letters to the Editor
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Welcome Home.
Homecoming Representatives Elected
by Keith Trievel,
Co-Chairman
On Thursday, Oct. 5, final bal
lots were cast to decide this
year's Homecoming Representa
tives. Each sophomore, junior,
and senior student was asked to
select one man and one woman
for the nominees chosen in the
Oct. 2 preliminary election. The
sophomore class elected Nancy
Laky and Reid Kennedy; Anne
Mather and Dan McKey were
chosen as junior representa
tives; and Nancy Nordin and
Jim Wheeler will represent the
class of '79.
Nancy Laky is a sophomore
Christian Education major from
Westchester, Illinois. Nancy
writes, "This past weekend I had
an opportunity to visit a friend at
a "Christian" college at home.
Visiting another campus really
made me appreciate what the
Lord has been providing at Tay
lor. I'm so thankful to be a stu
dent here. I trust that as God's
children, this 'common ground'
will be evident this Homecoming
weekend among students, facul
ty, staff, and alumni."
A sophomore in the pre-engineering program, Reid Kennedy
is also involved with the baseball
and football teams and plays folk
guitar. Reid says, "God has
changed my life here at Taylor.
I've found that real fellowship is

a necessity and that it takes ef
fort on my part. That effort has
resulted in friendships that I
never experienced in high
school, friendships with Christ
as our 'common ground'."
Anne Mather is a junior art
major from a "quaint little
town" just north of New York
City. (Incidentally, Anne, with
the help of Lori Beers, designed
and made the backdrop being
used in the chapel, as well as the
cover of the Homecoming bro
chure.) "This year's theme
might hold a different signifi
cance for each individual. To me
it means we are all common-no
one is better than another in
God's eyes. Going back to the
creation story, we are created
from the dust of the earth. We
are dust and yet through Christglorified. Glorified dust...Praise
God!"
Dan McKey, an Elementary
Education major from Gridley,
Illinois, envisions himself teach
ing grade school music and pos
sibly directing a church choir.
"As I look back at my first two
years at Taylor, I realize it's
been very good for me. If I were
to give one outstanding charac
teristic of Taylor, I'd say it is the
high quality of people here. It
really makes a difference. I
know Taylor's far from perfect,
but sometimes I just have to

Anna Mather and Dan McKey. Photo by Chris Stark

Nancy Nordin and Jim Wheeler.
think that the fellowship we have
here is just a foretaste of the fel
lowship we'll someday know."
The senior woman represen
tative is Nancy Nordin from
Scandia, PA. Nancy is a chemistry-pre-med major and is active
in many campus organizations,
such as S.U.B., I.C.C., S.G.O.,
and others. Nancy says, "My
basic interest in people, in want
ing to reach out and touch lives
in a positive way, has led to an
ever-increasing realization that I
need to have my life centered
around God-to make His desires
my desires, to discern, 'to prove
what is that good and acceptable
and perfect will of God.' (Ro
mans 12:26) Every day I'm more
convicted of the call to actively
serve Christ with all the re
sources He's given me. I want to
echo Paul when he says, 'I have
been crucified with Christ and„ I
no longer live, but Christ lives in
me. The life I live in the body, I
live by faith in the Son of God,
who loved me and gave Himself
for me.' (Gal. 2:20) This is truly
a 'common ground' for all of us
to rejoice in."
Jim Wheeler, a senior repre
sentative, is a history major
flrom Dayton, Ohio. When asked
to reflect on his experiences at
Taylor, Jim said, 'I have to get a
little sentimental. For me, T.U.
is a home away from home, not
only because I've spent a few
years here as a student, but also
because I spent my childhood
days around Taylor. Besides
growing up around parents,
aunts, uncles, and cousins who
attended Taylor, I had many vis
its with my grandmother in Up
land who worked as Taylor's
switchboard operator for 16
years. (As a child, I thought the
basement of Music Annex II was
haunted:) Since coming to Tay
lor, I've seen friends and ac-

qualntenances diligently pursue
our Lord as friend and director
in life, and I've also seen others
stubbornly reject "God as the
source of truth and direction.
The tremendous and important
thing is that those who have dili
gently sought a life in Christ
have found many other students,
teachers, and staff who are be
lievers and want that same life.
The result is a branch of Christ's
body right here in Upland, Indi
ana! It's not a perfect, Utopian
branch but rather a struggling,
striving group of believers. My
hope and prayer for Taylor is
that, in years to come, this chan
ging body will continue to strive
for that life in Christ."
These six representatives this
year will take the place of the
traditional queen, king, and
court. For the past few years,
the whole idea of coronation and
"royalty" has been a focus of
controversy. On the basis of
much discussion and a student
and faculty questionaire, the
Homecoming Executive Council

decided to lay aside tradition for
a year and establish to represen
tative idea.
The representatives, were
elected and announced a week
prior to the actual Homecoming
weekend so that they might have
a part in arousing student inter
est and would know enough
ahead of them of adequately per
form their functions as represen
tatives.
They have appeared in chapel
services during the week to give
students a chance to see who
their representatives are and to
give them some experience in
front of people. They are meant
to be a link between alumni and
students, a goal to be found id
many activities for the weekend.
Their personality and speaking
skills, two of the qualities recom
mended as bases for election,
will be used in various ways.
They'll be participating in the
pep rally, the Friday morning
chapel, the Friday evening buf
fet, the pre-game festivities on
Saturday, and in the luncheon
just before the game. They will
also be available throughout the
weekend as guides, resource
people, and just to talk, for any
one interested.
Dan McKey speaks for the
committee as well as the repre
sentatives when he says, "I feel
quite honored to be chosen as my
class Homecoming representa
tive. I'm particularly excitied
about the idea of the Homecom
ing representative not being
placed on a pedestal but rather
in a position of servitude. My
prayer for Taylor would be that
we, as individuals and as a whole
body, would continue to learn
what real servitude is. We need
to take Christ's example and put
others before ourselves."

Nancy Laky and Reid Kennedy. Photo by Chris Stark
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Taylor Alumni
"Common Ground

H o m e c o m i n g
Schedule

The symbol of the Homecom
ing theme, "Common Ground,"
is a tree with roots spreading out
underneath and branches unfold
ing above. An appropriate text is
Ephesians 3:14-19 and the appli
cation seems to be two-fold. Re
peatedly the Apostle Paul
emphasizes what we Christians
have in common--our resources
and inheritance in Christ. This
common inheritance of the
saints is analogous to the soil
which all trees share. Further,
although the resources have
their source in God, the fruits of
Christians' lives are diverse.
Ephesians 4:11-12 speaks to the
point that God calls people to dif
ferent ministries-the goal for all
being the unity and maturity of
faith in Christ.
Likewise, while the trees in a
forest share common soil, their
fruits and foilage are unique to
their own kind, yet common in
purpose.
Students and alumni of Taylor
University share a commor faith
and inheritance in Jesus Christ,
as well as a common love for
their alma mater. And with this
background in common, all of us
are called to be faithful in our
own unique ministry...to the
glory of God.

Alumni music program
Registration and tickets
Buffet dinner
"•Taylor's own Johnny Mann
Singers
Reader's Theatre, "Quest
8:30pm
& Query"
Lakeside Campfire
11pm
SATURDAY, October 14
7:45-8:30am Breakfast served
Registration and tickets
9-1:30pm
Alumni field hockey
10am
Volleyball-T.U., Hope, St.
10am
Francis, IN Tech
Brunch for members of Ath
11am
letic Hall of Fame
11-12:30pm Sub'n Sundae Luncheon Spec
tacular
11:30-12:30pm Band Concert on the lawn

10:00 am
4-8:30pm
5:30-7pm
8:30pm

Friday Night Feast Served
by Carol Jaggers,
Martha Kashian,
and Mark Soderquist
Looking for a special place to
dine, but don't have the money,
the time, or the wheels required?
Look no further, friend! Friday,
Oct. 13, at Taylor's own Dining
Commons, there will be a ban
quet feast held for all Taylor stu
dents and alumni. The festivities
begin at 5:30p.m. in the banquet.,
room. There will be four buffet

lines offering a choice selection
of meats, vegetables, and delec
table desserts. To add a bit of
spice to the festive atmosphere,
roving musicians will provide
special music to dine by.
Won't you join us in our cele
bration of Homecoming Week
end? All you need is a Taylor
I.D. (meal ticket), your friends,
apd your appetite! See you Fri
day; the13th, at 5:30!

Homecoming Festivities
Offer Wide Variety
by Mike Reger
Tonight the Homecoming fes
tivities will continue with the
Taylor University Johnny Mann
Singers, directed by Johnny
Mann with his wife Lynn. The
concert will begin at 8:15p.m. in
the Chapel/Auditorium with this
year's representatives presiding
over the festivities.
Saturday brunch at the Com
mons will feature the super sub
'n' sundae luncheon beginning at
11a.m., with a band concert on
the commons lawn. The football
pre-game festivities will begin at
1:40p.m. with kick-off at 2p.m.

99

for the game against Wilmington
College.
The entertainment will conti
nue Saturday night with the
movie "Dr. Zhivago" being
shown at the Chapel/Auditorium
at 7:30p.m. If you've seen the
movie or prefer theatre, the
Communication and Theatre
Arts Department will present
QUEST & QUERY, a readers
production, at 8:15p.m. in the
Little Theatre. A coffeehouse
will be offerred in the Student
Union following the film.
Sunday, the Homecoming
worship will be held in the Chap
el/Auditorium at 10:30a.m.

C/A
C/A lobby
Commons
C/A
Little Theatre
Taylor Lake
Commons
C/A lobby
Athletic field
Gym
Braden Room

Commons
Commons South
Lawn
Football field
Pre-game festivities
1:40pm
FOOTBALL - TU vs. Wilmington Football field
2 pm
Althletic Hall of Fame
Halftime
Football field
inductions
Following
Gym and lobby
Coffee hour
game
INTEREST GROUP
4:30 pm
ALUMNI MEETINGS
Liberal Arts 221
Ancient Language
Art Department
Art
Science 109
Biology
Science 206
Chemistry
Little Theatre lobby
Communications/Theatre
English (Honoring Dr. Hazel
Carruth-everyone welcome)
Liberal Arts 240
Science 205
Math
Science 301
Physics
Liberal Arts 140
Possum Pilgrims
Trojan Club kickoff-PE/
Gym
Athletics
Commons
4:30-6:15pm Dinner served
Commons lobby
6:30-7:30pm Registration and Tickets
"•ALUMNI BANQUET
7:30pm
Reunion class
recognition, awards, enter
Commons
tainment
C/A
Film-"Dr. Zhivago"
7:30 pm
Little Theatre
"Quest and Query"
8:15 pm
Following the
Student Union
Coffee Hour
film
SUNDAY, October 15
"•Breakfast/Devotions with
8:30am
Commons Banquet
Chancellor Milo Rediger
Rm
Homecoming Worship
C/A
10:30am
Commons
11:30-1 pm
Lunch served
""Advance Reservations Required

Taylor Band to Present Concert
The Taylor University Sym
phonic Band, under the direction
of Albert Harrison, will present a
special Homecoming concert
Saturday, from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30p.m. on the south lawn of
the dining commons. In case of
inclement weather, the concert

will be presented inside the din
ing commons. The music to be
performed includes marches,
patriotic selections, and a jazz
tribute to Louis Armstrong. Stu
dents, faculty, and alumni are
invited to attend.
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STEPPIN OUT
The Indy Circuit
"Two for the Seesaw," will be
presented at the Beef 'n' Board
Theatre, 9301 N. Michigan Road,
Indianapolis from Oct 9 thru Oct
22. Reservations; call 293-9664.
"I will," a musical based on
the writings of William Shake
speare, will be presented by the
Fort Wayne Civic Youth Theatre
at 11 am and 2:30 pm, Nov 18 at
the Children's Museum in Indi
anapolis. Tickets are 75c and will
be sold at the door.
The Indiana University Opera
Theatre presents:
"Cosi fan tutte," Oct 14
"La Traviata," Oct 21, 28.All
operas sung in English, will
begin at 8 pm at the Musical Arts
Center. For information call
Publicity Office, Bloomington,
Indiana; 812-3379846.
Bob Dylan will be in concert

at 8:30 pm on Oct 14 at the Hulman Civic University Center in
Terre Haute. Tickets for
served seats are $10, $8.50, and
$7. To order tickets by mail, send
a check or money order and a
stamped, self-addressed enve
lope to Holman Civic Center,
Ninth and Cherry Streets, Indi
ana State University, Terre
Haute, IN 47809. (Include 50c for
handling).
Liza Minnelli will be in con
cert at 8 pm on Oct. 29 at the In
diana Convention Center,
Indianapolis. For tickets call
317-635-7533.
The Artist/Lecture Series at
Manchester College will feature:
Vienna Boys Choir, 8 pm on
Nov. 27.
Carlos Montoya, 8 pm on Feb.
3•
Cont. on page 11.

Weekend Movies

The creation of Adam and Eve from Mark Twain's THE DIARY OF ADAM AND EVE, part of
the theatre production Quest & Query which continues tonight and tomorrow night in the Little
Theatre.

Dr.
Shulze to Perform

Muncie
Ski-Hi Drive-tn
284-6411

Northwest Plaza Cinema
289-7200

Delaware Cinema
289-0326

If you're tired of trying to lis
ten to the organ amid the usual
laughing and talking voices in
chapel, come to the C/A Friday,
Oct 20, at 8:15 when Dr. Freder
ick B. Schulze will be giving a
Faculty Organ recital. Dr.
Schulze is a very talented, splen-

Campus Teasers (R)
Varsity Playthings (R)
Overnight Models (R)
I The Big Fix (PG)
II Up In Smoke '(R)
III Animal House (R)

S.U.B. Presents

A sound of Music (G)
B Hooper (PG)

The Strand
284-3252

The Cheap Detective (PG)

Rivoli
288-9391

I Going Coconuts (G)
II Somebody Killed Her Husband (PG)

Marion
Plaza Twin
664-9840
The Movies
664-7743

I Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band (PG)
II Up In Smoke (R)
I Born Again (PG)
II The Big Fix (PG)
III Dracula and the Vampire Bride (R)
IV Animal House (R)

Indianapolis
Glendale
253-6491

I Dracula and the Vampire Bride (F
II Bread and Chocolate (PG)

Castleton
849-9696

I Animal House (R)
II Heaven Can Wait (PG)
III Dersu Uzala (G)

849-3471

IV The Boys From BrazttHR)
V The Big Fix (PG)
VI Going Coconuts (G)

Woodland

846-2425

Esquire
897-1833

did artist, and Taylor is fortunate
to have such a musician on their
staff. His program will include
works from Bach to various 20th
century composers. This prom
ises to be a quality performance
that you won't want to miss.

On Campus
Activities
Friday, Oct. 13
8:30 p.m. Johnny Mann Concert
Chapel/Auditorium
8.30 p.m.

"Quest and Query"
Little Theatre

11:00 p.m.

Campfire
Taylor Lake

Saturday, Oct. 14
11:30 a.m. Outdoor Band Concert
South Lawn - Dining Commons

A. The Buddy Holly Story (PG)
B. Carnal Knowledge (R)

7:30 p.m.

Film - "Dr. Zhivago"
Chapel/Auditorium

The Cheap Detective (PG)

8:15 p.m.

"Quest and Query"
Little Theatre

by Phil Sommerville
Tomorrow night the Student
Union Board is presenting the
epic Dr. Zhivago. Dr. Zhivago is
a moving and highly personal
love story set in Russia during
the revolution. The movie por
trays the anguish of the revolu
tion and its affects on the life and
loves of Yuri Zhivago, doctor
and poet. This movie won 6 acad
emy awards and truly demon
strates magnificence in
cinematography. Be sure you
see Dr. Zhivago tomorrow night
at 7:30 in the Chapel-Auditorium.
Admission for this classic is only
$1.

Next week, there are a lot of

fun things coming up. On Friday
night, we will have our second
rollerskating night at Idylwyld.
Our first rollerskating night was
a big success and this one should
be even better. If you like having
fun meeting new people, make
sure you're at Idyl Wyld at 10:15
Friday night. Vans will be leav
ing from the dorms at 9:30 for an
additional 25C. Rides are limited,
though, so try to find your own.
The cost for skating will be $1.
Saturday night will be a time
for a little nostalgia as S.U.B.
will be showing Elvis movies. Be
watching for more info on this
event.

WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
1 METR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS
A CARLO P0NT1 PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR
ZHRAGO
IN PANAVISI0N* AND METR0C0L0R
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Record Reviou,

Book Review

Fogelberg and Weisburg
Collaborate on'Twin Sons'

The Singer and the Song
A creative retelling of
Christ's incarnation, His death,
and the redemption of the early
believers is provided in Calvin
Miller's book, THE SINGER and
its sequal, THE SONG. Perhaps
the unique quality of these books
stems from the author's use of a
poetic style as he narrates the
events. Or, perhaps it lies in the
fad that Miller's renaming of the
characters gives the reader the
advantage of a different per
spective. In any case, the stories
are effective as a refreshing reit
eration of an old story, which re
mains - although sometimes
discarded or forgotten - the
greatest story of all time.
The narrative evolves around
the Singer, whose commission is
to sing the Earthmaker's song -the Ancient star-song of the
Father Spirituntil all the world
has heard and can sing it. He en
counters the World Hater who
has instilled a different melody
within the hearts of the men of
Terra and who seeks to teirpt the
Singer himself with its silvery
tune. But the Singer sings the
Father's song, even unto the
final verse, and as a result,

many are unchained from the
bondage of the Ancient Ways.
One such man, a Madman
who bears the name of "the
Crowd", accepts the Singer's
song and continues to sing it
even after his Savior has been
killed on the great machine. The
Madman takes the new name of
Anthem and he is joined by an
other Singerian, Everyman. To
gether they travel to Urbis, the
city of the Poet King, and their
singing and eventual martyrdom
as a result of their beliefs, are
recorded in THE SONG.
The main theme of Miller's
works is augmented by short,
often satirical, paragraphs that
preface each chapter. These
pithy segments of prose remind
the reader of the relevance of the
Truth found in the story. It
seems as though this is the es
sential purpose of the books: to
provide the opportunity for view
ing an old story ~ many times re
garded as dull from repeated
tellings - from the enlightening
perspective of an innovative
style.

Indy Circuit
Cont. from page 10.
"Enter Into the World of Cre
ativity," an arts and crafts festi
val will be at 9 am-9 pm on Nov
11, and noon-6 pm on Nov. 12 at
the Circus City Arena in Peru.
"The Rose and the Thorn:
Changing Lives of American
Women," is on display at the In
diana University Museum at the
IU Student Building, Bloomington. The Museum is open 9 amnoon and 1-5 pm Monday-Satur
day, and 1-5 pm Sunday. Free
Admission!
Peter Nero, 8 pm on April 18
All performances will be in the
new Manchester College Audito
rium. Season tickets are $17.50
for adults, $12 for students, and
senior citizens. Tickets for indi
vidual performances are $3.50
for adults, $2.50 for students and
senior citizens. To order tickets
write to Artist/Lecture Series,
Box 112, Manchester College,
North Manchester, IN 46962.

by Bill Evans
Twin Sons of Different Moth
ers would be an interesting
album if only for the personnel
involved. This collaboration of
singer-songwriter Dan Fogel
berg and the eclectic flute instru
mentalist, Tim Weisberg results
in a molding of styles that is al
ways pleasant if not strikingly
unique.
Seven of the ten songs are instrumentals, and the musician
ship is superior. Fogelberg's
guitar work is better than any
thing he has done previously,
and his breathy, melodramatic
vocal efforts induce a sigh of re
lief when he sticks to the guitar.
Fogelberg's vocal limitations4
are especially evident on Judy
Collin's "Since You Asked"
when his overly dramatic deliv
ery detracts from the content of
the song. Only on "Power of
Gold" and especially on the old
Hollus song "Tell Me To My
Face" does Fogelberg transcend
his obvious limitations as a sing
er.
Flutist Tim Weisberg doesn't
seem to be straining too hard on
any part of the record for the
material Fogelberg has written
doesn't begin to tax Weisberg's

formidible resources as a musi
cian. On the other hand, his ef
forts on various flutes and
piccolo are the epitome of taste
and serve to compliment rather
than unnecessarily embellish the
compositions.
Fogelberg's ability to come
up with memorable melodies is
amply evident on the record and
a variety of musical idioms are
used to showcase them. The
haunting melody on "Guitar
Etude No. 3" is played by Weis
berg over a samba guitar part
undoubtedly inspired by Laurindo Almeida or Baden-Powell
while "Hurtwood Alley's" dou
ble and triple lead guitars carry
the melody on this firm piece of
rock and roll.
Only on "Paris Nocturne"
does this approach wear a bit
thin for it sounds more like refried Hollywood soundtrack than
anything else.
"Twin Sons of Different Moth
ers" is a fun record, although it
would have been nice to hear
more from Weisberg.

Tonight in concert,

Johnny Mann and Taylor University's own
Johnny Mann singers.

featuring

Lynn Mann,

soloist

Tonight, October 13
8:30 p.m.
Milo A. Rediger Chapel/Auditorium
Tickets:
Reserved;

$3.00 with student I.D.

General r

$2.00 with student I.D.
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Exclusive Interview

An Enlightening *Starr' Interview
by Laura Alley
Last Friday evening was a
memorable experience for
many. Susan Starr, internation
ally acclaimed pianist gave a su-t
perb performance'in i the| C/A1.
THE ECHO had the pleasure of
interviewing Ms. Starr after her
performance, for the purpose of
sharing some of her ideas with
you. The following transcription
of that interview is worth your
careful reading.
ECHO: How did you happen
to play with the Philadelphia Or
chestra at the age of six, and
what did you play?
STARR: The Philadelphia Or
chestra has regular auditions
every year for children, junior
and senior students.The chil
dren's competition goes up to,
and including age 12. I played a
mass movement of a Mozart con
certo. Right now, I still hold the
record for youngest performer
since 1948.
ECHO: Do you think most
professional performers today
have had a "lucky break", so to
speak, somewhere along the
road to success?
STARR: Oh yes, I think so. Or
they make it for themselves by
entering competitions. Very few
have just happened to be at the
right place at the right time and
have a sudden career handed to
them. Mostly it's a competition
or two, and then a manager has
heard of you because you've won
something. You get a manager
and from there it's a slow and
steady climb. That's the way it is
with most of us. I do think that
most artists have been child pro
digies, whether or not they were
exploited, because in order to be
a professional performer one
really does have to begin very
early. Probably the technique in
most musicians, if not their mu- %
sical mind, at least the technique
is fully developed between the
ages of 15 and 18. If somebody
comes to me past eighteen and
they don't already have a com
plete technique, there isn't much
more they will get. They're not
going to ever have that kind of
total ease at the piano; it will al
ways be as though they're doing
something to get where they're
going."
ECHO: Do you think it's be
coming harder for those who
want to get into the professional
concert circuit?
STARR: There are more peo
ple trying, than concerts being
given. It's a very crowded and a
very competitive field. I would
say, out of all the students in the
country, maybe only one out of
every hundred would have any
where near a performing career.
Take the big schools such as Cur
tis, Julliard, Eastman; I think
maybe one out of ten."
ECHO: Do you see any draw
backs to your career?
STARR: "I hope there aren't
any. I feel that there is still some

'You only really play what you are as a human being."
amount of difficulty being ac
cepted as a woman, as the equal
of male pianists; not by anybody
who has heard me, but by the re
cording people. Usually, it's the
people in the business end who
have the idea. They won't say
women aren't as good as men,
they'll say women don't sell. I
think the mentality of people in
business is always rather conde
scending toward, quote the pub
lic. They think the public is less
intelligent than it is. That's why
you have television programs
that are geared toward the
twelve and thirteen year old
level. People are trying to find
more inane, more stupid televi
sion shows. Things that have any
quality, that are positive, just
won't sell. It's this commercial
aspect. I think also they believe
the public will not accept a
woman, the public will not go to
a concert if they see a woman
performer, or will not buy a rec
ord if they see the same piece re
corded by a woman and three
men. They're quite sure some
one will buy one of the man's re
cordings rather than the
woman's. They think the public
has it in their heads that men are
better than women. I don't think
that's necessarily so. I don't
think the public does react that
way but it will take a little bit
longer to convince the people
that have money to be made out
of it.
ECHO: You've traveled ex
tensively. Can you say some
thing about the role of music in
American society as opposed to
others that you've been in?
STARR: I think American's
tend to underestimate them
selves. It seems to be a very
funny chronic condition that
American's think of themselves

as being less cultured, less
knowledgeable than Europeans.
That just isn't so. I think that,
out of the population, a smaller
percentage of American's go out
for concerts than their European
counterparts because stereo rec
ords are so readily available.
People in the United States, in
general, I think, tend to stay
home more. We have much nicer
living quarters and people don't
like to leave them, whereas in
Europe if you're living in a oneroom flat, you want to go out
every night just to get out! But
the people that do go to concerts
in the United States are easily as
knowledgeable as people that go
to concerts in Europe — maybe
more so, certainly more than
South America and the Far East.
Something else I might tell you
— I think your pianists and violi
nists, the best ones are coming
out of the United States now for
the last ten years, better than
anywhere in the world. The
training is the best here."
ECHO: Do you play a lot of
campuses? Do you find that in
terest in classical music is de
clining or picking up as such?
STARR: Yes, I think it's
probably beginning to make an
upswing. I think it started to de
cline during the Vietnam War
years. It seemed that students
developed their own culture and
began to demand that if part of
their tuition was going into an
entertainment series, they
wanted some say over who was
on that series. They preferred to
have rock concerts than classi
cal concerts. It was part of the
symbolism of the late 60's, and I
think we're getting out of that
now. You've always had your se
rious music students on cam
puses all over the country.

Certainly musical training and
musical programs in colleges
have been increasing and be
coming better since the 40's and
50's.
I think prior to the 40's and
50's people didn't go to a college
to become a musician, they
didn't go to, say, the Indiana
University, or the University of
Michigan. They went to Curtis or
Julliard — a straight conservato
ry. The trend has been to get
yourself a good solid college edu
cation and musical training and
the colleges have been hiring the
great artists to teach there. They
appreciate too, that this is a nec
essary trend.
ECHO: How do you view the
audience role in a concert? Is it
possible for the audience to in
hibit or make your performance
better?
STARR: Absolutely. People
talking, whispering and cough
ing distract the artist. You have
to listen very carefully and con
centrate so much when you're
playing that you cannot really
filter out the audience. Somebo
dy once said to me, "When
you're so involved with the
music, how can you hear people
in the audience?" But that's not
so. Your ear is a receiver, you're
listening to everything and every
noise sounds. It's very easy to be
distracted by coughs and talk
ing. On the other hand, when you
have an audience that listens
quietly and then shows genuine,
enthusiastic approval at the end,
you want to play for them more
and more and more! If you have
an audience that stands up and
cheers, and you know that they
love hearing you, you want to go
on and play for them, you could
play ten encores!
ECHO: How did you feel

about the reception Taylor gave
you?
STARR: For the most part, I
thought that the audience liked
me. I was very pleased at the
end with the reception that they
gave me. I was a little bit dis
tracted by some of the whisper
ing. I was able to say to myself
that it was only 4 or 5 people out
of several hundred and I didn't
have the right to make myself
upset enough to spoil the way I
played for the hundreds of peo
ple who were not talking.
ECHO: It seems that many
people have trouble listening. I
think that some don't know how
to listen.
STARR: This is a chronic probem that is again, created by the
stereo and the idea of listening to
classical music with stereo rec
ords. When you put a record on
in your home, very few people
shut up and really listen to it.
They have music on as back
ground. They talk over it and
even stereo records are made
that way. Many of the U.S. com
panies use compression; that
means they take the extreme
loud sounds of a performance
and bring them down and the
very soft sounds and bring them
up, so that the music does not jar
the listener with extreme dy
namics. The listener may talk
over it and not be distracted
from his conversation, which is
really unfortunate. That's one of
the reasons I, on my two solo re
cordings, insisted on having my
own engineer. I have it done my
way, which is free of all com
pression and with free dynam
ics.
ECHO: In terms of your per
formance, what is the deciding
factor as to whether your con
cert was a success or a failure?
STARR: There are so many
things that can make you disap
pointed with your own perform
ance. I don't think anyone ever
comes away completely satis
fied. I don't think you should. I
think you can say on the whole it
was good, but..., and if you don't
have a but, I don't think you're a
serious artist. Nothing can go
perfectly; no human is absolute
ly perfect. When you're playing,
you're thinking, "Gee, I could've
played that faster or I didn't like
the sound of that note." If you're
not at all self-critical, then you
have no business being an artist.
In terms of judging whether a
concert is a success or not, de
pends on how much I feel I've af
fected the audience. Have they
come away happy that they went
to the concert? If I could feel
that I was boring them, that to
me is an unforgivable sin for any
musician — to be boring.
ECHO: Do you vary much,
the pieces you play for say, col
lege campuses as compared to
large recital halls?

Cont. on page 13.
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Starr Interview
Cont. from 12.
STARR: I think this is proba
bly going to surprise you. I be
lieve that I treat the idea of
playing on campuses the same
way as I treat playing in very
large cities. I believe that you
have your best listeners in col
leges, and that you can give the
heavier programs to college
campuses and in your major cit
ies such as Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia. I don't play down
to colleges because I think that
young people have the most open
minds.
ECHO: I was intrigued by
your movements at the piano.
How much of that, if any, is per
forming for your audience?
STARR: None of it. Absolute
ly none of it. I can tell you that in
all honesty because I know I
move that much at home, when
nobody's watching. You have to
take many things into considera
tion. No two artists are the
same, personally or physically.
I'm very short and small. I have
small hands. But I don't want to
play like a short and small per
son. I want to play as powerfully,
as brilliantly, as a six foot tall,
two-hundred pound male. In
order to do that, I have to use
body weight, which means the
thrust of the body into the piano.
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Besides that, I think the days of
the self-conscious performer are
over. Now some people feel
much more comfortable sitting
absolutely still, but a rigid, still
person who is doing it because he
wants to look good is much
more likely to inhibit his per
formance. I don't think someone
generally moves for effect, at
least I hope not! I move because
it feels good, because I'm in
volved with the music, the music
is pulling me. I think it's a very
bad idea to choreograph your
moves and I think it's a very bad
idea to conscientiously try to sit
still. I don't think one should be
self-conscious when they play.
This is the era of "letting it all
hang out," and that's what I'm
for. I don't think I've ever been
more hurt than when someone
has implied that my movement
was calculated and theatrical,
rather than serving the music."
ECHO: You do create the at
mosphere for your performances
through your movements as well
as your expression and tech
nique.
STARR: This is part of an art
ist's concept of what music is.
Music is much more than a se
ries of notes that are loud and
soft, or fast and slow. They must
provoke images. They must pro
voke feelings of mood and
there's no way to bring out a
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mood in music if you don't feel it
internally. As I was studying the
second movement of Rachmani
noff s third concerto, every day I
would get the most fantastic
stomach ache, almost an ulcer
type of attack. The anguish of
the music was so painful it really
provoked a physical reaction. I
couldn't practice it for more
than an hour at a time because I
was truly suffering."
ECHO: Is it possible for two
performers who feel different
feelings and bring different in
terpretations to the same piece,
to come up with the same kind of
quality performance?
STARR: Oh, that's perfectly
possible. If you have a master
performer who is totally compe
tent in control and in technique
and the difference is strictly in
the approach to the music, the
quality would be the same. What
projects is the conviction of the
artist. If the conviction, that this
is the way it has to be, is equal,
you can say they are both great
but different, for example if you
were to hear a Chopin waltz
played by Horowitz, the same
waltz would be totally different if
it were played by Rubenstein,
and you can enjoy them both.
They both have something to
say, but the two men are not the
same. They're nowhere near the

same in personality, they're
very different human beings;
and therefore, they play very dif
ferently. The music does dif
ferent things to them. You only
really play what you are as a
human being. Your own person
ality and your own life's experi
ences always come out in the
music if you are able to commu
nicate. I think being able to com
municate through my music is
what it's all about.
ECHO: Do you have a com
poser that you especially enjoy
and is there any one person that
has influenced your playing
more than others?
maninoff. For sheer listening I
STARR: That has to be an love Beethoven and Brahms. I
swered in several parts. The big think my favorite music to listen
gest influence on my whole life, to are Brahm's symphonies. At
musically, has been Rudolf Ser- different times I feel different
kin. I studied with him for 4^ things and want to hear different
years and I think it was through things."
him that I learned one must be
Susan Starr has left her im
so totally dedicated and devoted pression on those of us who en
to music, that your whole life countered her. A very gracious,
centers around music; not the warm person, she communicates
other way around. Your life has as easily through words as she
to be a part of the music. Com does through her music. The
posers? I like different compos Taylor University Concert/Lec
ers for different things. ture series people deserve our
Intellectually, I think Bach fasci commendations for bringing
nates me more than almost any such a brilliant star into our
one else. Emotionally, I'm a midst.
Rachmaninoff pianist. When I'm
upset or emotional, there's noth
ing that's as cathartic as Rach

LETTERMEN
accompanied by the five member band, "SIGNS"

Monday, October 23, 1978
8:15 p.m.
Milo A. Rediger Chapel/Auditorium
tickets start on sale Oct. 16.
Reserved

$6.50
$5.50

Balcony

$6.00
$5.00

Presented by the Taylor University Student
Union Board

with student I.D.

with student I.D.
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Gridders Oppose
Blufton
trood Lrame
j

/ r

by Brian Eavey
Jim Anderson ran a punt back
58 yards for Taylor's only touch
down against a "poor" Bluffton
football team. Anderson's touch
down followed Jamie Nesmith's
41 yard field goal and gave Tay
lor a 9-0 first quarter lead
against Bluffton. Nonetheless,
helped by Taylor's offensive
mistakes and turnovers, Bluffton
came back to score 27 points in
the remaining three quarters to
give them a 27-9 victory over
Taylor. The loss dropped Taylor
to a 1-2 conference record and a
1-3 overall.
Despite the loss, Taylor's de
fense played a "super" game,
causing four fumbles, and both
Jay Tyree and Jim Anderson in
tercepted Blufton passes. Trevor
Tipton, John Fabbro, and Jim

99

Anderson all played good games
for Taylor.
Although Taylor's defense
gave the offense the ball in good
field position on several occa
sions, the offense was unable to
score because of penalties and
mistakes. Taylor fumbled four
times, three of which were lost,
and had five passes intercepted.
Taylor gained a total of 148
yards, but was set back 95 yards
because of 11 penalties. Bluffton
gained 211 yards, 133 through the
air, and was set back 77 yards
because of 7 penalties.
This weekend, Homecoming,
the Trojans should be sharp and
ready for a big Wilmington tee. I
hope to see y'all at the game,
and I'm sure the football team
does too.

us
wWWMHniRi^Kil
The Gridders defeated Defiance in an intense competition.

Please Execute
My Son. . .
Contributed by Brad Koenig,
Source Unknown
Listed below are actual ex
cuses written carelessly by par
ents for their child's absence
from school: Please excuse John
for being absent January 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, & 33. Chris has acre in
his side. Mary could not go to
school because she was bothered
by very close veins. John has
been absent because he had two
teeth taken out of his face. John
was absent yesterday because
he had a stomach. My son is
under the doctor's care and
should not take P.E. Please exe
cute him. Lillie has been absent
from school yesterday—because
she had a gang oyer. Please ex

cuse Roland from P.E. for a few
days. Yesterday he fell out of a
tree and misplace his hip. Please
excuse Joey Friday. He had
loose vowels. Please excuse
Joyce from jim today. Carlos
was hit yesterday playing foot
ball. He was hurt in the growing
part. My daughter couldn't come
to school Monday because she
was tired. She spent the weekend
with some Marines. Ralph was
absent yesterday because of a
sore trout. Please excuse Wayne
for being out yesterday, because
he had the fuel. Please excuse
Sarah for being absent. She was
sick and I had her shot. Irving
was absent this morning because
he missed his bust.

VA Salutes Oldest

Olivet managed to weaken our defense in an exciting home game.

Photo by Doug Taylor

America's oldest veterans, throughout the world. Indiana
those from the Spanish-Ameri has eight remaining SAW veter
can War, now number only 316 ans, down from 31 three years
ago.
William Brewster, director of
the VA regional office in Indian
apolis, said that of the 316 re
maining veterans, 299 live in the
Karen Young has a secret ad Continental U.S.
mirer
California has the greatest
So-and-so loves so-and-so
number of them (59), followed
So-and-so is gay/beautifu by Florida (37), New York (21),
l/ugly/etc.
Pennsylvania (15) and Washing
or the fact that Shevlot and Gro- ton (13).
tenhuis have "studied" in all but
The largest number of SAW
two of the library study carrels.
veterans outside the U.S. live in
Hence, the motives behind the Philippines (11). Three re
graffiti are numerous. But de side in Puerto Rico, two in Cana
spite the diverse personalities da, and one in Seoul, Korea.
and thought processes behind
Ninety are centenarians, with
these literary legacies, they all the two oldest (106) both residing
seem to point (perhaps with an in Arkansas. The youngest, who
incriminating finger) to the ori lives in Florida, is 92 years old.
ginality of Taylor students as Average age for all SAW veter
they combine energy, free-time, ans on the VA pension rolls is 98.
and imagination.

Graffiti—the Engraved Enigma
Cont. from page 4.
One astounding fact is that
most people on the Taylor Cam
pus either have no social life or
are extremely unhappy with the
one they do have. This problem
has reached the point where stu
dents now feel it necessary to ad
vertise.
I'm lonely - Need female com
panionship
For a good time call "Cindybaby". She's always there and
ready.
(These were the more "print
able" samples). Some scribblings were for the purpose of
commemorating a special per
son or day:

Sammy Morris slept here
(Luthy was the prof)
Day of the Sneeze - April 18
Nixon's the one
Marshall Dillon of Dodge City
Gasoline Dave
Lyman Bostock is dead
One of the most common rea
sons for these passages of prose
is simply to express the feelings
of the moment - anything from
feelings about the campus, or a
specific class, to life in general:
I would drop this class, but I
need the sleep
NY, NY. So nice they named
it twice
Please Sir, get to the point
Everything is stupid

Here we are in a room full of
strangers
Kamakazi from the 100th
floor, swan dive to the street
English is best
2nd Morris is the worst
The Reserves are everywhere
I love this place-then again~I
like detours. And, of course,
there are some students who
sum up their feelings in one des
criptive word:
Love
Evil
Grease
Mom's
Grapes
Anxiety
Sadist
Perhaps the headlines on desk
tops could serve as a better com
municator than our own ECHO
of such news tips as

Harriers Win
At Invitational
UAYL0/T

TAYU3R

TAYLOA
FMS amg

TAYLOj

The Harriers ran well in three meets last week.

Photo by John Jaderholm

Last Tuesday, in another ex
ample of fine pack running, the
cross country team took third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth in
the Taylor Invitational. Jeff
Nespa, of Manchester, took the
individual honors with a time of
26:14 over the rugged Taylor
course.
Friday, the team traveled to
Notre Dame and ran against the
toughest competition that
they've faced this year. The
team, slightly ailing without
Larry Brown, took eighth at
Notre Dame. Outstanding per
formances came from Kurt
Cornfield, seventeenth, and Jeff
Perrine, forty-first.
Racing for the fifth time in
nine days, the Harriers took
Manchester College head-on in a
dual meet Saturday. The meet
turned into an excellent time of
fellowship, as the teams were
able to pray together before the
meet, and then run side by s'de

for the major portions of the
race. Athletics can be an excel
lent form of witness.
The team has appreciated the
support of the Taylor communi
ty. A special thanks goes to the
individuals that helped Coach
Glass last Tuesday with our own
Invitational.
The Harriers congratulate
Miss Debbie Burnam for com
pleting a 6.2 mile road race last
week. Miss Burnam completed
the course in well under 60 min
utes. Good job, Deb!
As the weather gets colder,it's important for you to dress
warm to run. The cross country
team has a good suggestion for
gloves. Instead of ruining your
nice ski gloves, use a pair of
clean sweat socks. Socks keep
your hands just about the right
temperature. At any rate, you
need to get out and run to keep
your body in shape; it will make
you a more complete individual.

Trojanes Take All
in Tourney
by Nancy Nienhuis
This past Saturday the wom
en's field hockey team came out
on top in competition with Go
shen College and Wheaton Col
lege.
The first game was played at
10 a.m. against Wheaton. Taylor
played extremely well in this ex
citing match which ended with a
score of 2-0.
Taylor had 15 corners, 19
shots for the goal, and a scoring
average of 10.5%. Goals were
scored by Brenda Bentley and
Bev Lillmars. Wheaton had 10
corners, 10 shots for the goal,
and a scoring average of 0%.
During the first half the Tro
janes worked together well on of
fense especially, scoring both
goals of the game. During the
second half Wheaton drove
enough to keep Taylor playing
more defense, yet not enough to
score against this tough team.
The second game Taylor
played in the tournament was
against Goshen College. Coach
Lee cites this as their best game
of the season thus far. The team
showed a great deal of unity and

Students

concentration throughout the
game. They had excellent stickwork along with superb execu
tion of strategies. The half time
score was 4-0 and the final score
was 6-0, in Taylor's favor.
Goals for Taylor were scored
by Brenda Bentley with two,
Kris Heinsman with two, Sheri
Thomet with one, and Diane Gabrielson with one. Their shooting
average was 35%, which is excel
lent. Taylor had 13 corners and
17 shots on the goal whereas Go
shen had only 4 corners, 3 shots
for the goal and a scoring aver
age of 0%.
Winning the games in this
tournament brings the Trojane's
season record up to five wins and
three losses. They are to be com
mended for their fine perform
ance.
Their next game was played
against Purdue University at 4
p.m. Thursday, there. Their next
home game will be at 3 p.m. on
October 17 against Ball State
University. They deserve our
support!

*

. . . s o m e d a y w h en y o u a r e m a r r i e d ,
you will need the protection only life insurance can
provide. Your present age makes premium rates
reasonably priced low.
LOY FISEL, CLU
New York Life Insurance Company
2424 Fairfield
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
1-219-456-1281
(call person-to- person, collect)

ORU for Law
Oral Roberts University in Hilsa, Okla., opens a law school in 1979 with
• Excellent facilities (one of the finest practice courtrooms in America and one of
the largest libraries in the Southwest)
• Outstanding faculty
• Well-developed skills-oriented curriculum
• A philosophy of development for the whole person: spirit, mind, and body
• A goal of preparing students to reach out to persons in need in all nations
• And a possible place for you in the 1979 entering class!
To find out more, send the coupon today.
Please tell me more about the O.W. Coburn
School of Law at Oral Roberts University.
Name
Address
City _
State
Phone
Return coupon to Office of Admissions/Law,
ORU, 7777 South Lewis, TUlsa, Okla. 74171
ORU considers al! applicants without regard to race,
color, sex, age, handicap, national or ethnic origin, or
status as a veteran.

ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY,
TULSA • OKLAHOMA • 74171

Note: ORU's
code number
for LSAT scores is
6552
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Taylor Falls ToOhio
by Nancy Nienhuis

The women's volleyball team defeated Franklin and Butler.

Photo by Phil Sommerville

Women's Volleyball Ahead
On Oct. 5, the women's volley played a beautiful game, taking
ball team met Butler and Frank top honors in the bumping cate
lin at Butler. The women took gory with 14,. and in the spiking
both matches, coming out on top. division with 9. Deb was also
In the match against Butler, pronounced to be the best all
the Trojanes took the first game around player in the game. Con
15-10, lost the second 15-10, and gratulations to you, Deb and to
won the third 15-9.
the rest of this fine team.
The women worked together
This effort brought their rec
and played well. Among the ord up to six wins and one loss. If
"stars" of the game were Bren- you have not yet seen a volley
da Hillman who took top server ball game you have much to
honors, scoring 11 points, and top gain- They have worked very
bumper honors, having 26; and
Cleone Heebner who was top set
ter, with 22, and best all around
player. Ruth Warner was the top
spiker with 14. This brought the
ST ADWjff
record to five wins and
one
loss.
SPORTS
Next they faced Franklin Col
lege. Again they won with scores
of 15-8 (first game), 4-15 in favor
of Franklin, and 15-12.
Top setter was again Cleone
101 N. Main Street
Heebner with 14; Top serving
Upland,
IN 46989
honors were shared by Kathy
998-2347
Donovan, with 14, and Brenda
Hillman, with 9. Deb Gates

The VILLIAGE GREENERY & FLORAL

Special occasions call for special gift ideas.

hard and deserve our support.
Their next home game will be
on Oct. 14, tomorrow, against
Hope College, St. Francis, and
Indiana Tech. at 10 a.m. in the
gym. Come out for some exciting
action!

Life
insurance.
It's part of
making it
on your
own.
There's a lot of freedom
in living yourownlife, in
making it o n yourown.
But it takeseffort a n d
planning on your part. And
life insurance is an impor
tant element in the plan
ning.
You've got freedom
now. Life insurance will
help make sure you have it
later.
Call me for full informa
tion.

NEW YORK LIFE
Insurance Company

106-E. Berry St.". Upland
998-7142
Formally Upland Greenhouse

Fie G-em't
1312

South

Second

UPLAND EVANGELICAL
RANDY STONEHILL

MENNONITE CHURCH

&
LIBERATION SUITE

Sunday Morning Worship
Services:
8:30

LOY FISEL, CLU

Come see us for your Homecoming flowers.

The women's Field Hockey
Taylor had three corners and
team was beaten by the Univer six shots for the goal, with three
sity of Miami, a team from Ohio. goalie saves. Their scoring aver
The final score was 4-0, an obvi age was 0%. Miami had 11 cor
ous disappointment for the Tro ners, 26 shots for the goal, and 2
janes.
goalie saves. Their scoring aver
Miami is an excellent team age was 15%.
with fine stickwork and good cut
This brought the Trojanes
ting techniques. Although Taylor season record to three wins and
fought very hard, giving all they three losses.
could, they were definitely out
played.

2424 Fairfield
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
1-219-456-1281
(call person-to-person,
collect)

Saturday, November 11th,
8 p.m.
Wauseon HS Auditorium
Wauseon, Ohio

9:45

11:00
SERMON TOPIC:
"There Are Always Those
Who Become Hardened and
Disobedient"
Sunday School:

.50 Advance
$4.50 At Door
Mail Order Tickets:
Under The Sun, Inc.
P.O. Box 264
Archbold, Ohio 43502

9:45

Evening Service:
6:00

Concert
Bill and Nancy Riggs
The bus will not run Sunday

INCREDIBLE
INTEREST
FOR YOUR SAVINGS.
Your savings earn incredible interest with any
of Rural's six sensational certificates! Select
from long-term, short-term or medium-term
plans and deposit only $1,000 for the
highest-earning certificates around.
Term

Rate

1 year

61/2%

2 years
30 months
4 years
6 years
8 years

61/2%

6%%

7V2%
7%%
8%

Federal regulations require a substantial
interest penalty for early withdrawal on time deposits.

Street

50<t OFF ANY 14" or 16" pizza

Rural Loon & Savings Association
You've Got Us Where You Want Us

This coupon good 4am 'til 9 pm only!!

FREE DELlVERY*PHONE 998-2795

Upland
Upland Shopping Plaza
Grant County

998-2731

Member FSLIC

